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About This Content

Are you ready for your next adventure?

From skilled knights and fencers to mysterious magicians and shrine maidens, we've got your leading lady needs covered!
Whether you're looking to switch up your party dynamic or simply wish for more variety, you can't go wrong with any of the 16

characters featured in this collection. Fantasy Heroine Character Pack 2 makes it easier than ever to integrate a new female
character into your project by offering matching sprites, facesets, portraits and battlers.

Inspired by both classic fantasy elements and a modern manga aesthetic, the characters in this pack are a fantastic addition to
your growing library of RPG Maker Resources.

Features:

16 walking character sprites

208 front-facing battlers (static, 13 variations per character)

16 side-view battlers (animated)

16 facesets, with 8 emotions

128 portrait bust images (8 busts per character, with emotions)
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BONUS: 16 pieces of large-scale full-character artwork
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This is the most annoying, time wasting and horrid game ever developed, but it's still charming in its own weird way, buy it!. A
fun little dungeon crawler! Thumbs up for the flawless linux support. Also thumbs up for the permadeath mode! :). 10\/10
would go back to the family farm.. Contains lots of:
-Features
-Gameplay
-Graphics

Overall perfect Fortnite killer. 10\/10. Saw an early preview for this game, and have not been disappointed.

Granted it's early access and it lacks a feel of being complete, it leaves me really hoping the developer and this game are around
to stay!

The dogfighting feels great, the auto mode not so much. Hope to see the swapping between the two become...smoother and
more fluid feeling.

Stations and third person play are at a great place for a start, would love to see more content (traders/vendors..hell why not even
real estate?/industry commercial opportunity?) available in each. There's a chance to build a thriving galaxy there, I see nothing
but potential!

The ship models are pretty, though so far choosing between them feels more a matter of asthetic appeal than finding any suited
to a particular role. Hopefully specialized chassis (and ways to upgrade them perhaps?) are something planned for down the
road.

Customizing the player avatar would be cool, and hopefully all of that too is available down the road.

Well worth the $20 to get an early feel for it, many games are asking for more and delivering less with a finished product.

For an early access with so much potential going forward: 9/10

. quality zombies mode. Really fun party game. Some of the lies are pretty ridiculous but that's what makes the game fun. Many
hilarious moments shared with friends while playing this one.
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Yes i recommand this game.
Its been one.. screw it, ITS BEEN THE BEST sitting expeciences i have had witht the vive.
Buy it for full price, you will not be disapointed.

one negative review said he didnt like it because its on rails, its actually better this way.

if you have any doubt, it took me 3 hours to complete on normal dificulty, but it touches me in ways that i will keep replaying
this game. seriously, purchase this game, 10/10

im not gonna give away any spoilers, just go enjoy the game yourself

PS.. no im not the developer saying this to promote this game.. Great Devs. Screw Epic Games.. Nice to have song pack
more ?. Well, I just finished up Pound of Ground in two sittings and I was not impressed. I'm a fan of zombie shooters but
woof, this one is rough... This game has crashed roughly ten times randomly during gameplay, which never happens while I’m
playing any other game. Nothing more annoying than driving across the map over and over again after a crash from loading
another section of the map.. It's full of repetitive missions and tons of open field back and forth driving. This game is only
worth it if it’s on sale (75% or higher) and or you need a good laugh because the AI in this game is so awful that it’s actually
funny. 6/10 and I’m being generous. I’m recommending the game because a D is still passing.. I tried playing the game but the
UI is really confusing, and even with a somewhat descriptive tutorial, it gives names to buttons with pictures. While I am a big
fan of the Zoo Tycoon series, the UI of this game is a huge bother for me, and I just can't continue because the buttons are all...
well I don't know what the campaign is even asking me to press.. something wrong with this game. Max FPS of 5 control
movement jerky, not surprisingly and nothing to explain it.. A day after purchase there is a sale.. I CANT PLAY WITH
WINDOW FRIENDS?!?!. This holiday game has you recovering stolen presents, which seems like it would be easy, but some
spots in levels are pretty tough or require tight timing on your jumps; completing a level clean feels very satisfying. In my initial
playthrough, I ran into a few technical snags, but the team was quick to address every reported bug and this seems to be
completely fine by the time I finished completing all the level objectives. There's an unlock system for more playable characters
too, so you're not limited to playing solely as Santa, which is a nice addition. I enjoyed my time with this one.. Thank god this
dlc allows me to pursue my lifelong dream of being a full-time fursuiter
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